Highlights from the Commission Meeting held November 3rd

The Commission Meeting was held at the Palace Station Hotel and Casino, Las Vegas.

- After discussing Senate Bill 147 regarding the minimum standards for training in effective responses to incidents involving dogs or where dogs are present, the Commission voted to continue the rule making process and have final language for adoption at the next meeting.
- Included in the Commission meeting on November 3, 2015, the Department of Public Safety, Communications Bureau Chief Carol Handegard, presented to the Commission a proposal for the development of a Dispatcher certificate. Chief Handegard’s presentation identified the needs for standardization of training, certification and continuing education for dispatchers. The presentation was well received by the Commission and public comment, and will be a subject of future discussions.
- Six month extensions were approved for Robert Eliason of North Las Vegas Constable’s Office and Brent Moody of Nye County Sheriff’s Office to complete their requirements for basic certification.

Opening at POST for a Training Specialist

Post is continuing to recruit for a Training Specialist as a member of the POST training team. The job remains open until filled. Please see the job announcement posted on the Job Opportunities page of our website.

Interested persons may mail, fax or email their resumes to Kathy Floyd.

The Next POST Academy Starts January 25, 2016

The next POST Academy for Category I and Category II officers is scheduled to begin on January 25, 2016. POST is the only resident academy in the state and all cadets are required to stay in the dorms throughout their weeks of training. Registration forms for officers planning to attend this session can be found on the Forms page of our website. The completed forms must be submitted to Ben Miller before January 21, 2016 (benmiller@post.state.nv.us). Contact Ben for more information (775-687-3310)."

Officer POST Certificates Revoked

On 11/3/2015, the POST Commission took action the following Basic Certificates:

2. Aaron Manfredi, revoked Basic Certificate based on a nolo contender plea on a gross misdemeanor
   for Conspiracy to Commit Coercion.

POST Professional Certificates Awarded

POST is proud to list the following officers that have been awarded Professional Certificates during the month of September, 2015:

**Carson City SO**
- Kevin C. Cook, Intermediate
- Rennan M. Hurt, Advanced
- Sean R. Murphy, Advanced
- Jon D. Horachmann, Advanced
- Michael J. Lisich, Intermediate
- Mario Muone, Advanced

**LV Metro Detention Center**
- Don J. Horachmann, Advanced

**LV Metro PD**
- Frank H. Fama, Supervisor
- Timothy Hatchett, Supervisor
- Todd G. Humphrey, Intermediate and Advanced
- Tyler M. Todd, Intermediate and Advanced

**LV Municipal Court Marshals**
- Thomas M. O’Neil, Intermediate and Advanced

**NV Gaming Control Board**
- Daniel E. Nupia, Intermediate and Advanced

**North LV PD**
- John O. Gargile, Supervisor

**Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribal PD**
- Michael D. Durham, Supervisor

**Reno PD**
- Dustin B. Alton, Intermediate
- Daniel A. Knight, Intermediate
- David B. Paterson, Intermediate

**Sparks PD**
- Dustin Butler, Advanced

**Washoe Co SO**
- Jeremy A. Backman, Intermediate and Advanced
- David O. Dunham, Intermediate and Advanced
- Frank L. Kubanks, Supervisor
- Emmanuel Figueroa, Intermediate
- Greg G. Franchak, Advanced
- John A. Hamilton, Supervisor
- Jason E. Hedge, Intermediate
- Diana R. Izzo, Intermediate
- Phillip G. Jones, Supervisor
- Kevin D. Krash, Supervisor
- Jason E. McNeil, Supervisor
- Clint N. Player, Advanced
- Peter A. Sewell, Intermediate

**Washoe CO School Dist PD**
- Raymond J. Price, Supervisor
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